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Introduction
Diagonal scaling and incomplete Cholesky [ IO] preconditioners depend only on the coefficient matrix; we term these (1 posteriori preconditioners, since they can be constructed after the linear system is formulated. A posteriori preconditioners are the most general. Diagonal scaling can be effectively parallelized, but yields little improvement in the convergence rate. The incomplete Cholesky preconditioners are effective at accelerating convergence, but require more computations per iteration and iire more difficult to parallelize in general. Therefore, there exists a need for effective, parallelizable, LI posferiori preconditioners. The support tree preconditioners, to be introduced in the next section, are a step towards fulfilling this need.
The demand for increasingly accurate iiutnerical simulation Icads to increasingly large sy,stems of linear equations. Systctris with 100,000 equations are not iiiiusual, and systems wilh more than 1,000,000 variables arc desirable. We are interested in the subclass of linear systems with cocfficient matrices that arc sparse, symmetric, p1)sil:ive definite, diagon;illy dominant, and tiavt: non-posi ti ve off-diagoti;~]~. times superior to both ICCG and DSCG. In this paper, we evaluate the performance of the PCC; method using support trees (STCG) by comparison with the performance using diagonal scaling (DSCG) and incomplete Cholesky preconditioning (ICCG). In all cases considered, we found that STCG yielded convergence rates competitive with, or superior to ICCG, and processing Ttiese matrices often x t w lirom thc tlt3crettzatton of ~c co 11 I I -ordcr \e I1 -ad 1 o I ti t, c 1 I i ptt c pat ti I 11 i . f i ffcrvn ti ' 1 I cq UJ-
Tlic method of conjugde gradient\ ( 0 3 ) is a popul'ir i!eraticc method The pertormancc of CG cdn be improved by thti use of a preconditioncr, J ielding the method of precondii ioned conjugate gradient5 PCG) Thi: best performance is achieved by multilwel preconditioners, some can dchieve nexly optimal convergence rates dnrl can be effectively pdrallelized I / -C , such that I GJ 2 f , Now, continue separating recursively until only singleton sets of nodes remain. Construct the separator tree by introducing a node for each edge separator, and connecting each node to its unique parent (if any), and its children (if any). Figure 1 illustrates a simple graph and a separator tree for the graph
S, )
s, so01 so solo so, so,, Each node S of the separator tree defines a subset R of the nodes in G. Let w(R) denote the total weight of the frontier of R, which is the set of edges in G t l~t connect R and 8. Weight the edge in the separator tree connccting S to its parent by w(R). Connect each leaf node in the separator tree to the singleton nodes of G, weighting the edges by thc total weight of the edges incident to the node. Denote the resulting tree by H. H has logn depth, 2n-I nodes. and n leaves. Wc call H a support trce h r G. Figure, The intuition behind support trees is the idea of maintaining thc volume of communication in a graph, while reducing thc distance required for the communication. Solving a system of linear equations defined over i l graph using an iterative method is like a ntixing process. A matrix-vector multiply is equivalent to mixing the data at one node with thc data from its neighbors. Since a matrix-vector inultiply only lets nodes communicate with their immediate neighbors, mixing cannot be complete until information from distant nodes has been obtained. Thus, the convergence is related to the diameter of the graph. For a planar graph with n nodes, the diameter is O C A ) , while the diameter of a support tree for that graph is only O(logn). Therefore, mixing (convergence) will OCCUI more rapidly with the support trce. The method of construction of the support tree ensures that the mixing that occurs in the support tree is similar to thc mixing that occurs in the original graph. It should be noted that construction of ;I support tree can be easily parallelized, since the partitioning processes applied to each subgraph are independent.
Support trees depend upon the separators used to construct them. Even with a given partitioning method, support trees may take different forms. It is clearly possible to partition two or more times at a single level, yielding support trees that are quadtrees, oct-trees, and so on. In practice, we have make the degree of the support tree equal to the dimension of the space in which the graph is embedded. Figure 3 illustrates a quadtree support tree for a 2D regular mesh. Let H be the support tree for G. Let R be the Laplacian matrix corresponding to H . We would like to use B as a preconditioner for A, but B is of order 2n-I , and A is of order n. In another paper [ 6 ] , we describe the theory proving that B can be used as a preconditioner for A. Here, n e present an overview of the theory in order to gain some intuition. Suppose that H is a binary tree with n leaves and n-1 internal nodes. Assume that the leaves are numbered 1 through n. Then B, the matrix corresponding to H, has the form:
where D is nxn and diagonal Many matrix operations correspond to graph operations. In particular, Gaussian elimination corresponds to a graph operation we call node reduction. A single step of symmetric Gaussian elimination applied to zero out rowkolumn k of a Laplacian M corresponding to a graph G i s equivalent to deleting all the edges in G incident to node k and adding edges between all the (former) neighbors of node k. Pivoting in a matrix is equivalent to renumbering the nodes in the graph. These facts yield two particularly useful results:
Applying Gaussian elimination to a tree from the root down, stopping at the leaves, results in a complete graph on the leaves. Gaussian elimination applied to the leaves of a tree produces no fill. Therefore, the Laplacian of a tree can be ordered such that its LU factoriza-tion has Lero fill.
Applying Gaussian elimination to B from equation (1) in the order from root to leaves (i.e., from row 2n-1 up to row n tl), stopping at the leaves, yields a matrix C of the form:
where E is diagonal of order n-I, and K is dense of order n. In [6], we show the following:
K is an effective preconditioner for A ;
r-7 n LiJ = Ld
If K z = r , then we also have B .
That is, K is an effective preconditioner, but we can obtain the same results using a larger, but sparser tree-structured system, by simply discarding the unneeded additional vector elements ( w , above) We shall show in the next section thdt the tree-structured system is both very sparse and computationally efficient, leading to highly parallel codc.
Implementation of STCG
The key step in any PCC; method is iolvinp the preconditioning system B: = r We solve this system by computing the Cholesky facton of B and solving each of the resultant triangular systems. However. since B represents a tree the faders are sparse and can be evaluated very efficiently ELery tree has a zero-fill or perfect ordering, that yiclds a Cliolesky factorization with no fill. ['nor to calling our cubrvutine that implements S T W , we liriii a pcrfect ordering and permute the equ&on\ accordingly L c t B = C D C' be thc root-free Cholesky tactorimtion ot B. Then C represents cl tree with , 111 edges directed irom thi leaves towards the roc$ (' represents the rame tree with tht. edges reversed, and 1) represents ii \iL.aling of the node vLilues. Thus, solc ing J tree-structurcd linear svstem in-dves propagating information up the tree, scaling the v,tlues at all nodes, then propagating information hack down the trce.
The structure of a tree permits efficient parallel evaluation ?be fact that leave\ are not interconnected means that le,ives can be evaluated independently Hence, all the nodes at I single levcl can be evaluated in parallel, so that a compltte binary tree with n leaves requircts only 2 r l o p n l p'irallel steps. Prim to cdling the ST(X subroutine, we dcmmine an optirnal order i n which to evaluate node\ We CAI this ordering rake-order, since leaves are "raked" off thc tree at each step. Figure 4 illustrate5 leaf raking Table 2 give the resource requirements for 2D square and 3D cubic meshes, respectively; lower order terms have been ignored. The support trees are quadtrees in 2D, and octrees in 3D. Note that DSCG is the cheapest preconditioner to use. In 2D, STCG is slightly better than ICCG, but the difference is larger in 3D. The resource requirements for ICCG increase with increasing graph connectivity, while those for STCG depend only upon the form of the support tree.
Empirical Evaluation of STCG
Greenbaum et a1.
[5] and Heroux et aI.
[9] both conducted empirical evaluations of preconditioner performance. Both studies found that ICCG significantly improved the convergence rate. However, both studies also found that the advantages of ICCG with respect to total exccution time diminish or vanish on vector and parallel machines. In this section, we will confirm the results of their investigations with respect to DSCG and ICCG, but will also demonstrate that STCG is superior to DSCG and ICCG for solving large problcms, and is easily and effectively paralleliLed.
We limit ourselves to only comparing DSCG, ICCG. and S'T'CG. We studied their results and concluded that a general, optimal implementation of ICCG would require twice the time per iteration of IISCG. According;ly, we report these extrapolated optimal values as ICCG-OPT.
All results were obtained using a single processor on the Cray C-90 at the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center.
Two-dimensional regular meshes
In their work, Greenbaum et al. corisidered the tinie-indcpendent version of the diffusion equation defined on the irnit square with Dirichlet boundary (conditions:
For our experiments on regular mcshes, we used p(x,y) = 1 .O, which reduces the diffusion equation to Poisson's equation. We discretized the equiltion using the 5-point linile difference opc,rator, and varied the sizc of tlic nut iiiesh using n ranging frtrm 8 to 128 io powers of 2 . For our initial experiments, we used thc same forcing function as Greenbaum et al.: .f( r,y) = -2x( I-x) -2,'( L-y)
We used as our stopping criterion the condition reported to 
Two-dimensional irregular meshes
We also investigated the relative performance of STCG on irregular meshes. We had available to us a nested sequence o f meshes developed f1.x the computation of stress on a cracked plate. There are 11 meshes in all, with 10x2' nodes iir each mesh, i = O,1.2,.. ,10. 
Summary and Discussion
7 he crack data consisted of pattern-only information We constructed non-singular coefficient niatrices by augmenting the Laplacians of the meshes with additional diagonal weights at each corncr node.
In this paper, we compared the performance of a new variant of preconditioned conjugate gradient, STCG, against the STCG requires lesj overall storage and less work per iteration than ICCG in terms of iterations to converge, STCG meets or exceeds the performance of ICCG, which i n turn. outperforms DSCG.
in terms of execution time, STCG far outperforms both ICCG and DSCG on a vector processor.
At present, support tree preconditioners can only be applied to Laplacian matrices. One of our goals is to extend the support tree methodology io larger classes of matrice\. An expanded version of this paper is a\ ailablr: as a technical report 171
